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Pengaruh imej digital dalam bidang perubatan telah membawa impak pada masa kini. Walau 
bagaimanapun, dengan peningkatan penggunaan imej perubatan dalam bentuk digital, turut 
meningkat potensi imej untuk terdedah kepada ancaman diubahsuai. Oleh itu, amatlah penting agar 
imej perubatan dilindungi daripada sebarang kerosakan. Watermarking digital sangat sesuai untuk 
diunakan dalam situasi ini. Tujuan penyelidikan ini adalah untuk mencadangkan kaedah 
penambahbaikan bagi pengesahan keaslian imej perubatan. Imej watermark akan dimasukkan ke 
dalam imej perubatan dengan menggunakan skema watermarking yang rapuh. Selepas itu, imej 
yang diagihkan akan diuji dengan pelbagai jenis ancaman seperti potongan dan pemampatan 
sebelum watermark tersebut diekstrak dari imej perubatan untuk memeriksa keasliannya. 
Watermarking yang boleh diterbalikkan memberikan mampu mengesahkan imej asal dan dapatkan 
kembali watermark yang telah ditanam. Untuk kajian ini, skema watermarking yang rapuh dijangka 
akan memastikan watermark yang tertanam akan musnah dengan mudah jika imej watermarked 
mengalami sedikit pengubahsuaian untuk membuktikan kesahihan imej perubatan. Ini akan 







The influence of digital image in the fields of medical line had become a major impact nowadays. 
However, with the increasing use of medical image in digital form, so does the potential of the 
image to be exposed to threat of being modified. Therefore, it is crucial for the medical image to be 
protected from unauthorized usage. Digital watermarking serves well for this situation. The aim of 
this research is to propose an improve method for watermarking authentication of medical image. 
Watermark image will be embedded into the medical image by using fragile watermarking schemes. 
Afterwards, the watermarked medical image will be tested with various type of threat such as 
cropping and compression before the watermark is extracted back from the watermarked medical 
image to inspect its’ authenticity. Reversible Watermarking provides the authentication that can 
retrieve the original image and the watermark. For this research, fragile watermarking is projected 
where the method of operation is to let the embedded watermark to be destroyed easily if the 
watermarked image undergoes even slight modification in order to prove the authenticity of the 
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 Nowadays, digital media have evolved the way still image are used, stored and 
transmitted, allowing growth to a wide range of new application that are expected to make an 
important impact on the multimedia industry. One of the advantages of digital multimedia is 
the ease of accessed, manipulation and duplication (Rippa & Secundo, 2018). However, this 
feature brought a major side effect since it causes unauthorized alteration of information such 
as data piracy. Hence, intellectual property rights protection of stored and transmitted images 
is a very important concern (Khanduja, 2017). Watermarking is a great way to help protecting 
the property rights of digital media. Digital watermarking is a process of embedding data into 
digital multimedia contents (Techopedia Inc, 2018). It can prove the originality of the content 
or to verify the identity of the digital content's owner. 
  Robust watermarking has a main goal which even when the watermarked image 
endures accidental or purpose attacks, the watermark embedded in the original image will be 
unaffected and can be extracted and identified (Pramila, Keskinarkaus, & Seppänen, 2018). 
Therefore, it is suitable for ownership verification. Meanwhile, fragile watermarking is used 
to verify the authenticity and integrity of digital images (Renza, L., & Lemus, 2018). Fragile 
watermarking can help prove the authenticity of medical image by proving the presence of 




1.1 EXISTING METHOD FOR IMAGE AUTHENTICATION 
Previously, a few methods had been proposed for fragile watermarking to be used for 
medical image authentication. A dual watermarking method was proposed by Qiang and 
Hongbin for tamper detection and self-recovery by embedding the watermark data in two 
regions, which are in least significant bit (LSB) and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of 
the host image. The objective is to make sure that if any alteration occurs to at LSB, the data 
is still safely secured in DWT for the recovery process (Song & Zhang, 2010). The scheme 
proposed by (Bravo-Solorio & Nandi, 2011) has been suggested which integrating two 
methods to strengthen the tampering localization ability, which are a secure block-wise 
resilient to cropping mechanism and an iterative pixel-wise mechanism. It is said that this 
method manages to prevent cropping attack (Bravo-Solorio & Nandi, 2011). Block-based 
mechanism is a famous method for fragile watermarking. The researchers (Lin, Yang, & Xu, 
2011)also used block-based mechanism for tampering detection, but the focus is on colour 
image. The algorithm has two main steps to locate any tampered region, which are a rough 
judgment and an accurate judgment step (Lin, Yang, & Xu, 2011). Another scheme for 
authentication proposed, involve the approach of RONI and ROI. The embedding locations 
for the watermarking bits are based on a chaotic key (Nasseem, Qureshi, Atta-ur-Rahman, & 
Muzaffar, 2013). 
 Image watermarking for medical image authentication focus more on determine 
whether the medical image authenticity is proven or not (Arsalan, Qureshi, Khan, & 
Rajarajan, 2017). Although the recovery feature is very helpful for the doctors to easily know 
whether the image is authentic or not but the most crucial process is to determine the validity 
of the image, whether any attack is performed or not and whether the manipulation could 
bring harms or misleading to the diagnosis. Therefore, the research will not cover on recovery 
of the altered medical image. 
 The numbering with spiral pattern method is not suitable for rectangular images. The 
scheme could only be embedded onto the square part of the centre and will leave the top and 
bottom uncovered from watermark thus making the result very promising when the tamper 
occurs only on the watermark region (Hisham, Muhammad, Badshah, Johari, & Zain, 2017). 
Hence it becomes a flaw to this method as it did could not perform well in non-square images 
while it is a norm since most medical images are produces or scanned in rectangle shape. 
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 The objective of this research is to propose a more secure method to be used for 
medical image authentication. Thus, by comparing three methods from previous research, the 
advantages and drawback of implementing each method will be discuss. 
1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 
Q1: What is the suitable watermark embedding technique for medical image authentication? 
This research question asks about the suitable watermarking scheme to be used to test the 
medical image authenticity. The embedding scheme used must be convenient to help 
detecting if there is any alteration done on the medical image. The watermarking scheme use 
should be fragile against any attack to ensure that the medical image authenticity can be 
proven when there is no alteration detected due to the watermark not destroyed. The 
watermarking scheme should not cause the medical image to lose its’ quality. 
Q2: How can we locate modified part of the medical image to test its’ authenticity? 
This research question proposed that the process to locate the altered part is important to test 
the authenticity of medical image. The slightest change or alteration should be able to be 
recognized on the medical image.  
Q3: How can we evaluate the performance of watermarking for medical image authentication 
method? 
This research question asks about the best way to verify the performance of the each method 
for medical image authentication. There is a lot of existing method for image authentication 
which can be made as a reference on evaluation of the best authentication detection for 
medical image. 
1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Table 1.3 Research Problems 
Problem Description Effect 
The TALLOR embedded 
the watermark in a 
sequence order in selected 
Region of Non Interest 
(RONI). (Zain S.-C. L., 
2011) 
The embedded data 
coordinate is easily detected 
and replaced with new data. 
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